
What is CamView?

Why did DTec create CamView?

What do I need to run Camview?

So What?

CamView allows you to view the image from a video source ( typically a WebCam ) on your PC.
In this respect its like thousands of other programs BUT CamView has one twist that we think makes it useful for some 
special applications - it has an on screen graticule so your image can be referenced to a fixed point.

Simple, whilst much of what DTec does is electronic - we also build lots of mechanical equipment as part of our research and 
development. To be truthful we’re born modifiers so our workshops are full of machine tools to build the interesting 
components we sell and our own personal projects.

As a part of these engineering tasks, finding edges of materials, centers of holes etc are common requirements, and we just 
weren’t that impressed with traditional mechanical or optical mechanisms. Our CNC milling machines are PC controlled - 
WebCams are cheap - so CamView was created !

It didn’t take very long to create as its very simple - its been useful for us, so we’re giving it away for personal use.

You must have a video source, for example a WebCam installed and working on your PC. Install the video device using 
whatever software came with it and check that it works using one of the sample applications usually supplied.

Once you have done that, install CamView by running the setup program supplied.  That’s it !

Yes - that’s not very exciting, unless of course your trying to find the centre of a hole or edge of the work on a  dril, lathe or 
milling machine. Make yourself a fixture to hold and align the centre of the WebCam with the centre of the spindle and now 
you have a “birds eye view“ complete with graticule to find the holes centre or workpieces edge. Hints on making your own 
fixture are provided later on.....
Unlike mechanical centre finders or wigglers there’s no calculation to be done - what you see is the true edge or centre.
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Using CamView

CamView menu has very few functions - its designed to be straighforward.

1/ Quit - Closes Camview
2/ Trim - Allows the video source and graticlue to be selected / moved
3/ About - self explanatory.

The Horizontal and Vertical Scroll Bars allow the on screen graticule to be moved as required. The changes made using 
these scrollbars are not saved when CamView is closed. Use the Trim Menu to make permanent changes to Graticule 
position.

The Centre button immediately moves the graticule to the programs default ( middle of screen in X & Y ).

The Graticule has both Range Rings and angular lines.

Given that the camera will not be a precise or constant distance from the workpiece the range rings do not represent any 
specific distance. Their major use is to assist in centring of circles, the ticks on the X and Y axis may also be of assistance. 
Lighting can be important when locating an edge or hole - shadows in the wrong place can make location quite difficult. A 
WebCam with inbuilt lighting really helps in this regard.

The angular lines are really only designed to provide a general indication. They should not be used for absolute angle 
measurements as the WebCam may not be exactly square to the machine axis.
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Using CamView - Continued

The Trim Menu allows settings to be defined for three windows video sources.

Obviously this requires that three devices have been installed and are operating on you PC

The Active Camera are has three “radio buttons” 
allowing dynamic switching between video sources.

Each Device can be individually named and custom 
Graticule positions defined and stored.

Note : a negative number in the Horizontal or Vertical 
Trims moves the Graticule Left or Up and conversely 
positive numbers Down or Right.

These Settings are saved when you close the 
Graticule Trim window and will be available when 
CamView is run again.

First Time Startup

When CamView is run for the first time - no custom user settings are available.

An onscreen warning will be displayed - this is normal, simply close CamView and reopen for normal operation.

If the video Window is all grey, your video source is not operating correctly - exit CamView and refer to the installation 
material supplied with your WebCam.
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Tips for Making your WebCam fixture

Accuracy

Its somewhat important to get the optical centre of your WebCam 
in line with the mechanical centre of your drill, lathe or mills 
spindle if your going to use it to centre workpieces or locate 
edges. Errors can be corrected by rotating the camera 180 
Degrees and “spliting the difference” but its not the ideal 
approach so a little accuracy initially really pays off.

Don’ t assume the actual imaging chip is exactly inline with the 
centre of the lens, WebCams are cheap and are rarely accurately 
assembled. Allow for some movement for calibration in your jig.

Focus

You can usually screw the WebCams lens out quite a bit, allowing 
you to focus on very close objects.
Ours are set to around 10mm and at that distance you get quite a 
detailed view. As the WebCams resolution is limited it's a bit 
pixelated but still VERY useful.

 We needed to add a small washer between the lens and the body as when it was screwed out it ended up a bit loose - the 
washer allows it to be tightened at the focal length you want.

Lighting

The WebCams we have tried have auto exposure control making them quite easy to use,
however sometimes extra light is a bonus. Some WebCams have inbuilt LED’s but if
not you can always add your own or use an external worklight.

Don’t get too carried away with the LED’s at a distance of 10mm you don’t need a
floodlight ! Its also better to have a number of LED’s around the lens instead of a single
one as this minimises shadows.

You can power the LED’s from the USB wiring as long as you don't exceed the USB
current limit for your port.

SAFETY WARNINGS - VERY IMPORTANT

In normal use the WebCam may be mounted in a machine spindle that can rotate. If the spindle is started with the 
WebCam still mounted - bad things will occur.

The WebCam lead could “flail” around resulting in personal injury.

The WebCam / Fixture may fly apart with a risk of personal injury.

The WebCam lead will become wrapped around the spindle resulting in damage to the camera and / or the PC.

We recommend that the Emergency Stop on your machine is activated during the use of the Camera or the power is 
positively isolated from the motor.

Hope CamView is as much use to you as its been to us - enjoy !

Ross McLean
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Freeware license terms

This Website contains certain downloadable software which does not require payment of any license fee. This
Freeware License is a binding legal agreement between the individual who downloads the software (“You”) and
the Licensor.

THIS SOFTWARE IS COPYRIGHTED AND THE OWNER OF THE COPYRIGHT CLAIMS ALL
EXCLUSIVE RIGHTS TO SUCH SOFTWARE, EXCEPT AS LICENSED TO USERS HEREUNDER AND
SUBJECT TO STRICT COMPLIANCE WITH THE TERMS OF THIS FREEWARE LICENSE.

Even though a license fee is not paid for use of such Freeware, it does not mean that there are not conditions for
using such Freeware. As a condition for granting you a license to DTec Freeware programs, you agree to all of the following 
terms and conditions. You are deemed to have read, understand, and have accepted all such terms and conditions upon 
executing a download of any Freeware program.

If you fail to abide by any of the terms and conditions set forth herein, your license to use such Freeware shall
be immediately and automatically revoked, without any notice or other action by the Copyright Owner.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS

1. You are granted a non-exclusive license to use the Downloaded Software subject to your compliance
with all of the terms and conditions of this Freeware License.

2. You may only use the software on a single computer that you own, lease or control. You may make one
backup copy of the software for your own use to replace the primary copy in the event of hard-drive
failure or other unavailability of the primary copy. The backup copy shall retain all copyright notices.

3. You are only granted a license for the machine-readable, object code portion of the software. You will
not modify, enhance, reverse engineer or otherwise alter the software from its current state.

4. You may not use the software for multiple users or on a local area network without written consent from
the Licensor.

5. You may not distribute, copy, publish, assign, sell, bargain, convey, transfer, pledge, lease or grant any
further rights to use the software.

6. You will not have any proprietary rights in and to the software. You acknowledge and agree that the
Licensor retains all copyrights and other proprietary rights in and to the software.

7. your license to use the software shall be revocable by the Licensor upon written notice to you. This
license shall automatically terminate upon your violation of the terms hereof or upon your use of the
software beyond the scope of the license provided herein.

8. Use within the scope of this license is free of charge and no royalty or licensing fees shall be payable by
you. Use beyond the scope of this license shall constitute copyright infringement. 
This license shall be effective and bind you upon your downloading of the software.

10. You accept the software on an “AS IS” and with all faults basis. No representations and warranties are
made to you regarding any aspect of the software.

11. THE LICENSOR HEREBY DISCLAIMS ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
RELATIVE TO THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO ANY WARRANTY OF
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR MERCHANTIBILITY. LICENSOR SHALL NOT
BE LIABLE OR RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY DAMAGES, INJURIES OR LIABILITIES CAUSED
DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY FROM THE USE OF THE SOFTWARE, INCLUDING BUT NOT
LIMITED TO INCIDENTAL, CONSEQUENTIAL OR SPECIAL DAMAGES.

12. This Freeware License shall be interpreted under Victorian law.

13. Licensor’s failure to enforce any rights hereunder or its copyright in the software shall not be construed
as amending this agreement or waiving any of Licensor’s rights hereunder or under any provision of
state or federal law.
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